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LIGHT CURVE VARIABILITY IN XZ CANIS MINORIS
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XZ CMi is a short-period Algol that has previously been observed by Wilson (1966)and Terrell, Gunn, and Kaiser (1994; hereafter TGK) in the B and V passbands. In hopesof determining better system parameters and exploring the possibility of third light in thesystem as laimed by Rafert (1990), we deided to obtain UBV RI photometry duringthe 2001-2002 observing season. XZ CMi was observed in the V passband from Deember,2001 with the 24" telesope and ST-8 CCD at Sommers-Baush Observatory (SBO) onthe University of Colorado ampus. The observation ontinued with the USNOFS 1.0mtelesope and SITe CCD from February, 2002 and omplete UBV RI light urves wereobtained.Rafert (1990) used the Wilson-Devinney program (WD; Wilson and Devinney, 1971;Wilson, 1979) to �t the Wilson (1966) light urves. He found that third light in theamounts of 17% in V and 11% in B yielded better �ts to the data than zero third light.On the other hand, Terrell and Wilson (1990) and TGK found aeptable �ts withoutthird light. Clearly the third light hypothesis was not strongly tested with data availablein these previous studies. Based on our new observations, we an now state that thirdlight was de�nitely present in these previous datasets. Figure 1 shows part of an I bandimage taken by Henden and learly shows a visual ompanion 2.4" east and 0.5" south ofXZ CMi.Henden performed PSF-�tting to images taken on a night of relatively good seeing tomeasure the positions and olors of XZ CMi and the ompanion star. The data are listedin Table 1. Astrometry is based on the USNO-A 2.0 atalog and has less than 100 masinternal errors. The photometry has errors of 0.01 magnitudes or less. More ompletephotometri information about all stars within 5 armin of the variable an be found in�le 5310-t3.txt at the IBVS web site.Table 1. Standard magnitudes and olor indiesStar RA (J2000) De (J2000) V B � V U �B V � R R � IXZ CMi 07:54:07.09 +03:39:20.6 10.122 0.371 �0.043 0.197 0.259Companion 07:54:07.24 +03:39:20.1 12.097 0.663 0.416 0.404
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Figure 1. I-band image showing the fainter ompanion of XZ CMi.
As previously noted, our two datasets were obtained about two months apart. Duringthat time the V light urve of XZ CMi hanged notieably. The SBO data show a mildasymmetry of about 0.01 magnitudes in the two maxima, with the maximum followingseondary elipse (i.e. phase 0.75) being the dimmer. By the time of the USNO observa-tions, the asymmetry had grown to about 0.05 magnitudes. Previous datasets (Wilson,1966 and TGK) were of lower preision but showed indiations of slightly asymmetrimaxima. Figure 2 shows our two V datasets. It is lear that the asymmetry in the lighturves is a�eting the maximum following seondary elipse sine the minima and themaximum following primary elipse of the two datasets math up well. The most likelyexplanation for the asymmetries is the presene of large spots on the seondary star as isommon in rapidly rotating stars with onvetive envelopes.We performed a solution to our V observations using an unreleased version of the WDprogram that uses Kuruz atmosphere models to model the radiation of the stars. Weused only data una�eted by the asymmetries, spei�ally data from phases 0.95 to 0.55.Beause the most reently published ephemeris for the system (TGK) was obviously notvalid for the urrent epoh, we adjusted the period and helioentri Julian date of theprimary minimum in our least squares �ts. The �ts were done in WD mode 5 whihonstrains the seondary star to �ll its Rohe lobe. Both of our datasets were obtainedusing aperture photometry and inluded the light of the ompanion star, so we �xed thethird light to be 15% of the total system light at phase 0.25, based on the results of ourPSF �ts.There has been some disagreement about the spetral type of XZ CMi. The GCVS listsit as F0 but Wilson (1966) argued that his photometry supported an A5 lassi�ation. Ourphotometry during seondary elipse indiates a spetral type of about F2. Aordingly,
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Figure 2. V light urves of XZ CMi. The arrows and vertial lines indiate the range of data used inthe Wilson-Devinney solution.
we set T1 to 7000 K in our solution. Unadjusted parameters suh as the gravity darkeningexponent and bolometri albedo were set to their theoretially expeted values assumingthat the envelope of the primary star was radiative and the seondary's was onvetive.The logarithmi limb darkening law was used with oeÆients interpolated from the VanHamme (1993) tables.Table 2. Adjusted Parameters for Light Curve SolutionParameter Value Std. Errori 78:Æ8 0:Æ2T2 4910 K 20 Kq 0.68 0.02
1 3.48 0.04L1=(L1 + L2)V 0.85 0.05HJD0 2451957.6748 0.0011P 0:d578852 0:d000002Table 2 shows the results of our WD solution. The errors are the standard errors (1�)from the least squares solution. The main di�erenes between our solution and that ofTGK are the higher mass ratio (0.68 versus 0.42) and a lower luminosity ratio (0.85 versus0.92). A slight di�erene in the luminosity ratio is not surprising sine the version of WDused by TGK used monohromati e�etive wavelengths whereas the newer version thatwe employed uses atual �lter bandpasses, and we inluded third light while TGK didnot. The di�erene in the mass ratios is more troubling, an indiation that perhaps thephotometri mass ratio is not well-determined in this partially elipsing system. We hope
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to obtain radial veloities of the system, as well as further photometry, during the nextobserving season.The period derived from our light urve solution, 0.578852 days, is signi�antly largerthan that found by TGK, 0.578809 days, and by Wilson (1966), 0.578811 days. Periodhanges are not unexpeted sine XZ CMi is semidetahed and shows signs of large-salemagneti ativity. We enourage observers to measure frequent times of minimum to helpharaterize the nature of the period hanges during this period of apparently heightenedativity.The SBO data are available from the IBVS web site as 5310-t4.txt and the USNO dataare available as �le 5310-t5.txt.DT wishes to aknowledge the ontinued support of Keith Gleason at SBO for a gen-erous alloation of time on the SBO 24" for this and other binary star projets.
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